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The Siege of Terra Book 1After years of devastating war, Horus and his forces have arrived at
Terra. But before they can set foot on the Throneworld, they must first break the defences of the
Sol System. Powerful fleets and cunning defences bar their path – but can anything hope to halt
the advance of the Traitor armada?READ IT BECAUSEThe final act of the long-running,
bestselling series starts here, with a brutal and uncompromising look at the first stage of the
Siege of Terra, the war to conquer the solar system. Armies will fall, heroes will rise and legends
will be written…THE STORYAfter seven years of bitter war, the end has come at last for the
conflict known infamously as the Horus Heresy. Terra now lies within the Warmaster’s sights, the
Throneworld and the seat of his father’s rule. Horus’ desire is nothing less than the death of the
Emperor of Mankind and the utter subjugation of the Imperium. He has become the ascendant
vessel of Chaos, and amassed a terrible army with which to enact his will and vengeance. But
the way to the Throne will be hard as the primarch Rogal Dorn, the Praetorian and protector of
Terra, marshals the defences. First and foremost, Horus must challenge the might of the Sol
System itself and the many fleets and bulwarks arrayed there. To gain even a foothold on Terran
soil, he must first contend the Solar War. Thus the first stage of the greatest conflict in the history
of all mankind begins.Written by John French

About the AuthorJohn French is the author of several Horus Heresy stories including the novels
The Solar War, Praetorian of Dorn, Tallarn and Slaves to Darkness, the novella The Crimson
Fist, and the audio dramas Dark Compliance, Templar and Warmaster. For Warhammer 40,000
he has written Resurrection, Incarnation and Divination for The Horusian Wars and three tie-in
audio dramas – the Scribe award-winning Agent of the Throne: Blood and Lies, as well as Agent
of the Throne: Truth and Dreams and Agent of the Throne: Ashes and Oaths. John has also
written the Ahriman series and many short stories. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Book 1 – THE SOLAR WARBook 2 – THE LOST AND THE DAMNED(Autumn 2019)More tales
from the Horus Heresy...Audio DramasContentsCoverBacklistTitle PageThe Horus Heresy:
Siege of TerraDramatis PersonaePART ONEThe WarpOneTwoThreeFourPART
TWOFiveSixSevenEightNineTenElevenThe WarpPART
THREETwelveThirteenFourteenFifteenSixteenSeventeenEighteenNineteenTwentyTwenty-
oneTwenty-twoThe WarpAfterwordSpecial ThanksAbout the AuthorAn Extract from ‘The Buried
Dagger’A Black Library PublicationIt is a time of legend.The galaxy is in flames. The Emperor’s
glorious vision for humanity is in ruins. His favoured son, Horus, has turned from his father’s light
and embraced Chaos.His armies, the mighty and redoubtable Space Marines, are locked in a
brutal civil war. Once, these ultimate warriors fought side by side as brothers, protecting the
galaxy and bringing mankind back into the Emperor’s light. Now they are divided.Some remain
loyal to the Emperor, whilst others have sided with the Warmaster. Pre-eminent amongst them,
the leaders of their thousands-strong Legions, are the primarchs. Magnificent, superhuman
beings, they are the crowning achievement of the Emperor’s genetic science. Thrust into battle
against one another, victory is uncertain for either side.Worlds are burning. At Isstvan V, Horus
dealt a vicious blow and three loyal Legions were all but destroyed. War was begun, a conflict
that will engulf all mankind in fire. Treachery and betrayal have usurped honour and nobility.
Assassins lurk in every shadow. Armies are gathering. All must choose a side or die.Horus
musters his armada, Terra itself the object of his wrath. Seated upon the Golden Throne, the
Emperor waits for his wayward son to return. But his true enemy is Chaos, a primordial force that
seeks to enslave mankind to its capricious whims.The screams of the innocent, the pleas of the
righteous resound to the cruel laughter of Dark Gods. Suffering and damnation await all should
the Emperor fail and the war be lost.The end is here. The skies darken, colossal armies gather.
For the fate of the Throneworld, for the fate of mankind itself...The Siege of Terra has
begun.Dramatis PersonaeThe Emperor, Master of Mankind, Last and First Lord of the
ImperiumHorus, Warmaster, Primarch of the XVI Legion, Ascendant Vessel of ChaosThe
PrimarchsPerturabo, ‘The Lord of Iron’, Primarch of the IV LegionJaghatai Khan, ‘The Warhawk’,
Primarch of the V LegionRogal Dorn, Praetorian of Terra, Primarch of the VII LegionSanguinius,
Archangel of Baal, Primarch of the IX LegionThe IV Legion ‘Iron Warriors’Forrix, ‘The Breaker’,
First Captain, TriarchVull Bronn, ‘The Stonewrought’, 45th Grand BattalionThe V Legion ‘White
Scars’Jubal Khan, ‘Lord of Summer Lightning’, Master of the HuntChangshi, Bladeward to Jubal
KhanThe VII Legion ‘Imperial Fists’Sigismund, Lord Castellan of the First Sphere, First Captain,
Marshal of the TemplarsHalbract, Lord Castellan of the Second Sphere, Fleet MasterEffried,
Lord Castellan of the Third Sphere, SeneschalCamba Diaz, Lord Castellan of the Fourth Sphere,
Siege MasterFafnir Rann, Lord Seneschal, Captain of the First Assault CadreBoreas, First
Lieutenant of the Templars, First CompanyMassak, LibrarianArchamus, Master of the
HuscarlsThe XVI Legion ‘Sons of Horus’Ezekyle Abaddon, First CaptainHorus Aximand, ‘Little



Horus’, Captain, Fifth CompanyFalkus Kibre, ‘Widowmaker’, Captain, Justaerin CohortSaduran,
Warrior of the 201st Assault BattalionIkrek, Warrior of the 201st Assault BattalionThonas,
JustaerinGedephron, JustaerinTybar, JustaerinRalkor, JustaerinSycar, JustaerinUrskar,
JustaerinThe XV Legion ‘Thousand Sons’Ahriman, Chief LibrarianIgnis, Master of the Order of
RuinMenkaura, Blind Prophet of the CorvidaeThe XVII Legion ‘Word Bearers’Zardu Layak, ‘The
Crimson Apostle’, Master of the UnspeakingKulnar, Slave of the Anakatis BladeHebek, Slave of
the Anakatis BladeThe ApostleThe Chosen of MalcadorLoken, Knight ErrantThe
MechanicumKazzim-Aleph-1, Magos-EmissaryChi-32-Bet, EnginseerThe Dark
MechanicumSota-Nul, Emissary of Kelbor-HalThe NeverbornSamus, The End and the
DeathImperial ArmyNiora Su-Kassen, Solar Command Staff, former Admiral of the Jovian
FleetsImperial PersonaeMalcador, Regent of the ImperiumArmina Fel, Senior
AstropathHeliosa-78, Cult Matriarch of the SelenarAndromeda-17, Personified-scion of the
SelenarMersadie Oliton, Prisoner of the Unnamed Fortress, former RemembrancerEuphrati
Keeler, The Saint, former RemembrancerNilus Yeshar, NavigatorCadmus Vek, Celestial Mining
MagnateZadia Koln, Sub-mistress of the system freighter AntiusAksinya, Lifeward to Cadmus
Vek‘That is my home of love: if I have ranged,Like him that travels I return again,Just to the time,
not with the time exchanged.’– attributed to the dramaturge Shakespire (fl. M2)∞‘Father…’He is
waiting. He has always been waiting. In this place there is no time, not truly, not unless the forces
within its tides dream it into being. Here, eternity is truth.‘Father…’Slowly, with weariness and
reluctance, He forms the idea of eyes, of a mouth, of limbs, of the chair beneath Him. Far off,
there is another chair, and a thread of thought and will that tether Him back to a place of metal,
and stone, and time.‘Father…’He opens His eyes.Darkness lies before Him, extending through
every dimension. Darkness, and Him alone. In that moment He feels the echo of every man or
woman who has ever woken beside a guttering fire to see the night creeping closer as the flame-
light fades.The darkness becomes a black mirror. He looks into His reflection: a man on a stone
chair, old, dark skin clinging to the hollows of His cheeks. Iron and snow streak His beard. The
shoulders and limbs beneath His plain, black robes are thin. Dust marks the bare soles of His
feet. His eyes are clear, and there is neither kindness nor pity in them.The chair and the man sit
on a narrow stone platform. Behind Him burns a wall of fire that curves up and away, blazing and
flaring like the surface of a star.The reflection changes. For an instant, a figure of iron and blades
with coal-furnace eyes is looking back at Him from a throne of chrome. Then it is gone, and the
reflection is a blur of images falling one atop another: a golden warrior standing with drawn
sword before the gates of a towering fortress, a figure before the mouth of a mountain cave, a
boy with a stick and fear in his eyes, a queen with a spear atop a cliff, an eagle with ten wings
beating against a thunder-threaded sky – on and on, images tumbling over each other like the
faces of cards tossed through the air.‘Is there any truth in you?’ asks the voice that comes from
the dark.The images vanish and the darkness hangs before Him. It falls into the abyss beneath
like a cascade of obsidian sand.‘At the root of your lies, is there any truth, father?’The darkness
becomes a forest, dark trunks reaching to an untouchable sky, roots crawling out and down into



the abyss beneath. The man on the chair is sitting on the snow-covered ground, a fire burning
before Him. A shadow moves out of the dark between the trees. It is huge, sable-furred and
silver-eyed. It drags its shadow with it as it comes forwards. It pauses on the edge of the
light.‘You claim to be a man,’ says the wolf, ‘but that is a lie revealed to any that can see you here.
You deny you wish godhood, but you raise up an empire to praise you. You call yourself the
Master of Mankind, and perhaps that is the only truth you ever spoke – that you wish to make
your children slaves.’The wolf tilts its head, and for a second it is not a wolf, but a bloated
shadow, veined with lightning, its eyes holes punched into a red furnace.‘But this son…’ growls
the wolf, muscles coiling under black fur, lips peeling back over teeth, ‘…this son has returned to
your cradle of lies.’The wolf leaps. The forest blinks to a sheet of curdled black and migraine
colour. The shadow of a man reaches across the dark with hands that are claws. The fire flares,
roaring up to become a burning wall and the claws rake the blaze. Shadow burns to ash and
cinders. The wolf recoils, howling. Lightning laces the dark of the forest. The wolf pads along the
boundary of the firelight. Behind it, other eyes shine in the deeper shadows between the trees,
bright and cold as the light of cruel stars.The man turns His head. He is not looking at the wolf,
but to the blackness beyond.‘I deny you,’ He says, and in this place that is more real than life, yet
as unreal as a dream, His words shake the dark like thunder.‘Will you not even talk to me,
father? Now, as your empire of lies ends, will you not tell me the truth?’‘You are shadows,’ says
the man, ‘nothing more. You offer nothing. You are nothing. You come with a puppet child, but
you did not tell him why you need him. You need him because you have nothing that is true, no
sword that is not a falsehood, no strength that is not a lie. You need him because you are weak.
You need him. You fear him. And he will fail.’Laughter fills the night, beating like wings, rattling
with the sound of the dying trying to breathe, coiling over and over in chuckling loops. The
darkness billows forwards stretching, coiling, squeezing. The man on the stone chair flinches.
The fire bends and shrinks. The image of the man flickers too, and for a second He looks like a
corpse sitting on a throne, the bones of His hands gripping its arms in pain.He closes His
eyes.The image begins to blur, as though seen through a dusty wind. The laughter rises higher
and higher.It has always been this way: again and again, in countless forms and metaphors,
death and darkness wearing countless faces. On and on the cycle, repeating and growing in
strength as the Night crowds hungrily in. And just as then, so now; there is only one answer to
it.Murder.Blood and endings.Sacrifice and death.‘I am returned,’ comes the voice of the wolf in
the dark.‘I deny you,’ says the man, as the image fades to the echo of a dream and laughter that
does not end.Zero hourRemembrance of wolvesOnslaughtTerraOn the first of Primus the sirens
rang across Terra.On the myriad worlds conquered and ruled by the Imperium of Man, they
talked of year divisions, of time sliced into a thousand equal slivers. First division, second
division, third, and so on, without variation or character, until the weight of counting reached a
thousand, and one year tipped over into the next. On worlds of endless night or blinding days, a
year was the same. In an empire spanning a galaxy, anything else would have been
meaningless.0000014.M31 was how surviving records would mark the first moment of that day,



stamped and corrected for temporal accuracy, standardised and stripped of any meaning. But,
here, on the world whose night and day and seasons had given mankind its concept of time, the
old counting still meant something and so did the moment that one year died and another was
born: the Feast of Two Faces, the Day of New Light, the Renewal – on and on went its names.
But for longer than memory it had been the first of Primus, firstborn of the three hundred and
sixty-five days that would follow, a day of hope and new beginnings.The turning of that year
began with snow on the northern battlements of the Imperial Palace, where three brother
demigods watched the night skies above. It began with the dawn light and icy chill reaching into
a tower-top chamber and stirring the painted cards dealt by a man who was older than any knew.
It began with the sirens calling out, one at first, high on the Palace spires, before the cry was
picked up by others, on and on across the turning globe. The sound echoed through the
mountain-sized space ports and rasped from vox-horns in the deep strata of the Atlantean
Hives.On and on it went, stilling the hands of people as they ate and worked. They looked up. In
caves beneath the earth, and hive vaults, and under the smog drifts, they looked up. Of those
that could see the sky, a few thought they could make out new stars amongst the firmament and
froze at the promise of each pinprick of light: a promise of fire and ash and an age of loss. And
with the sound of sirens, fear spread, unnamed but still spoken.‘He is here,’ they said.Prison ship
Aeacus, Uranus high orbit‘I understand you have a story…’ she said. The wolf stood before her,
the fur of its back silver beneath the moonlight. ‘A particularly entertaining one. I’d like to
remember it, for posterity.’The wolf turned, its teeth a smile of sorrow.‘Which story?’‘Horus killing
the Emperor.’Mersadie Oliton woke from the memory-dream with sweat on her face. She
breathed, and pulled the blanket over her from where it had slipped onto the floor. The air was
cool and dank in the cell, scented with the tang of air that had been exhaled too much. She
blinked for a second. Something was different. She reached out a hand and touched the metal
wall. Moisture clung to the rivets and rust scabs. The thrum of the ship’s engines had gone.
Wherever they were, they were stationary in the void.She let her hand drop and let out a breath.
The tatters of the memory-dream still clung to her eyelids. She focused, trying to pull back the
threads of the dream even as they slid into darkness.‘I must remember…’ she said to
herself.‘The prisoner will stand and face the wall.’ The voice boomed out of the speaker set
above the cell door.She stood instinctively. She wore a grey jumpsuit, worn and faded. She put
her hands on the wall, fingers splayed. The door unlocked with a clang, and footsteps sounded
on the grated floor. The guard would be one just like the rest: crimson-clad and silver-masked,
the humanity in its voice concealed by vox distortion. All the gaolers were the same, as constant
as the ticking of a clock that never struck the hour.Small spaces, locked doors, questions and
suspicions – such had been her world for the seven years since she had come back to the Solar
System. That was the price for what she had seen, for what she remembered. She had been a
remembrancer, one of the thousands of artists, writers and scholars sent out to witness the
Great Crusade as it brought the light of reason to a reunited humanity. That had been her
purpose: to see, to remember. Like many clear purposes and shining futures, it had not worked



out that way.She heard the footsteps stop behind her, and knew the guard would be placing a
bowl of water and a fresh jumpsuit on the floor.‘Where are we?’ she asked, hearing the question
come from her mouth before she could stop it.Silence.She waited. There would not be a
punishment for her asking, no beatings, no withdrawal of food or humiliation – that was not how
this imprisonment worked. The punishment was silence. She had no doubt that other, more
visceral methods were used on other prisoners – she had heard the screams. But for her there
had only been silence. Seven years of silence. They did not need to ask her questions, after all.
They had taken the memory spools out of her skull, and those recordings would have told them
every-thing they wanted and more.‘We are still in the void, aren’t we,’ she said, still facing the
wall. ‘The engine vibrations have stopped, you see. No way of missing it if you have spent any
time on ships… I spent time on a warship once. You never lose the sense of it.’ She paused,
waiting for a response, even if it was just the sound of retreating footsteps and the door
shutting.Silence again.That was strange. She had tried talking to guards in the early years, and
their response had been to leave her without reply. After a while, that had felt worse than if they
had struck a whip across her back. They had never beaten her, though, or even touched her.
Even when they opened her skull to remove the memory spools, they had sedated her, as
though that made the violation that followed more acceptable.She supposed that such small
mercies had to do with Qruze or Loken. The former Luna Wolves had watched over her as much
as they could. But that had still left her a prisoner of the greatest and darkest prison in the
Imperium. Loken had said that he would free her, but she had refused. Even while it pained her,
she understood why she had to remain locked up. How could she not? After all, had she not
seen the true face of the enemy? Four years of life on the Vengeful Spirit amongst the Sons of
Horus, in the shadow of their father, who now had set the galaxy alight with civil war. What other
reward could there be for remembering those days? A galaxy shrunk to silence and plasteel
walls, with only dreams and memories to speak to her.She had begun to dream memories after
a few months, dreams of her home on Terra, of the sunlight shattering across the edge of the
Arcus orbital plate, her mother laughing and calling after her as she ran through the hydro-
gardens. And she had dreamed of her time amongst the Luna Wolves, and the Sons of Horus, of
people now long dead. She had asked for parchment and pen, but none had been given to her.
She had gone back to the old games her mind-nurse had taught her, ways of tucking memories
away when she woke from sleep, ways of remembering the past even as it fled into the distance.
In the silence, she had found that memories and dreams were all she had, all she was.‘Are we
still somewhere in the Solar System?’ she asked, and twitched her neck to look behind her. Why
was she still talking? But then why had the guard not left? ‘The ship doesn’t feel like it’s
preparing for translation. Where are we?’They had come for her in her cell on the Nameless
Fortress three nights ago. They had loaded her into a box barely big enough to stand upright in.
She had felt the box judder and sway as machines had lifted it and her. They had let her out into
this cell, and she had recognised the vibration of a void-ship under power. It had been
comforting at first, but her dreams had not been, and now the silence of this moment was feeling



stranger with each elongating second.‘Why was I taken away from the fortress?’ she asked.
‘Where am I going?’‘Where we all wish we could go, Mistress Oliton,’ said Garviel Loken. She
whirled, and the end of her cell was gone and a wolf was rising from a pool of dark water
beneath the moon. Its eyes were black spheres, and its bared-teeth grin was wide as it spoke.
‘You are going home.’In the dark of her cell, Mersadie Oliton woke to silence and lay still, waiting
for the dream to fade or for herself to wake again.Strike Frigate Lachrymae, Trans-Plutonian
GulfThe first ship of the onslaught died as it breached the veil of -reality. Streams of plasma
reached out from gun platforms. White fire smashed into the ship’s prow. Lightning and glowing
ectoplasm streamed behind its hull. Macro shells detonated amongst the molten wounds
already cut into its skin. Turrets and spires sheared from its bulk. Towers broke from its spine. It
kept coming even as its bows were torn apart. The burning wreck struck the first of the mines
scattered across the dark. Explosions burst around it. The front portion of the ship sheared from
the back. Prow and gun decks hinged down. Atmosphere vented from the exposed interior.
Debris scattered, burning for an eye-blink before the flames ate the air trapped in the
wreckage.‘Ship kill,’ called a sensor adept from across the bridge of the Lachrymae.Sigismund
watched the intruder’s death as it spread across the pict screens above the command dais. He
was armoured, his sword chained to his wrist and resting point down on the deck at his feet. He
did not blink or move as the dying ship tumbled across his sight. In the still depths of his mind he
heard the words that had brought him to this place and time.‘You must choose where to stand.
By the words of your duty, or by your father’s side at the end.’Around him the command crew was
silent. Eyes fixed on instruments and screens. This was the beginning of the moment they had all
known would end the years of waiting. Some, perhaps, had thought or hoped that it would never
come. But here it was, marked with fire.I chose, Keeler, he thought, and in his mind, he heard
again the words that Dorn had spoken in judgement of that choice.‘You will continue in rank and
position as you have, and you will never speak to any other of this. The Legion and the Imperium
will not know of my judgement. Your duty will be to never let your weakness taint those who have
more strength and honour than you.’‘As you will, father.’‘I am not your father!’ roared Dorn, his
anger suddenly filling the air, his face swallowed by dusk shadows. ‘You are not my son,’ he said
quietly. ‘And no matter what your future holds, you never will be.’‘I chose,’ he whispered to
himself, ‘and here I stand at the end.’The fire from the dead warship spread across the
displays.‘If they come at us like this, the slaughter will barely be worth the sweat,’ growled Fafnir
Rann.‘They will not give us that luxury,’ replied Boreas from further back on the platform.
Sigismund did not look around at where the holo-projections of the Assault captain or his
lieutenant hovered at his shoulders. Each of them stood on the command deck of one of the
Lachrymae’s sister ships.Rann wore void-hardened Mark III armour, with reinforcing studs
bonded to his shins and left shoulder. The scars of battles fought here, at the edge of the
system, ran beneath the fresh yellow lacquer. His tall boarding shield hung in his right hand, the
twin axes mag-locked to its back echoed in the heraldry painted on the shield’s face. Sigismund
imagined he could see the warped smile on Rann’s face as he turned to Boreas and



shrugged.The holo-image of the First Lieutenant of the Templars did not move. Unhelmed, his
face was a single twisted scar, and if there was any emotion beyond cold fury behind his eyes,
Sigismund could not see it. Boreas’ sword of office stood almost as tall as he did, its guard the
cross of the Templars, its blade etched with the names of the dead.‘All ships, stand by,’ said
Sigismund softly, and heard the orders ripple out.The vibration in the deck rose in pitch. The dull
ache that had been building in his skull for the last hours was sharpening. He noticed one of the
human deck crew shiver and wipe a hand across a bead of blood forming in her nose.‘Hold to
our oaths and the strength of our purpose,’ he called.Whispers buzzed at the edge of his
thoughts, razor tips scratching over metal. They had needed to sedate every astropath in the
fleet two hours before, as a wave of psychic pressure had sent them babbling and screaming. It
had become more intense with every passing moment, and it presaged one thing: it was the bow
wave of a truly vast armada coming through the warp, bearing down on the Solar System like a
storm front. Horus and the traitors were coming.‘Etheric surge detected!’ shouted a sensor
officer.‘Here it comes,’ said Rann, and brought his fist to his chest. ‘Honour and death.’‘For the
primarch and Terra,’ said Boreas.‘For our oaths,’ said Sigismund. The images of his two brothers
blinked out.He reached down and pulled his own helm from his belt and locked it in place over
his head. ‘May my strength be equal to this moment,’ he said to himself as the helm display lit in
his eyes. The data of the battle sphere overlaid his sight.The Plutonian Gulf glittered with
weapon platforms, torpedo shoals and mine drifts. Together they formed a great web, tens of
thousands of kilometres deep, stretching from the very edge of night to the orbits of Pluto itself.
Ships glinted amongst the defences: fast gun-sloops and monitor ships that were little more than
engines and weaponry. They had been built in the orbital forges of Luna, Jupiter and Uranus and
dragged to the edge of the sun’s light. Alongside them lay the fleet of the First Sphere: hundreds
of warships, all in motion. And beyond the warships, the moons of Pluto waited. Studded with
weapons and hollow with tunnels, each was a fortress that could have stood against a fleet.The
sheet of stars erupted with lightning. Rents opened in the -vacuum. Nauseating colours and
dazzling light poured out as ship after ship surged from nothing into being. Tens, and then
hundreds. The sensor servitors in the Lachrymae twitched and gabbled as targets multiplied
faster than they could vocalise updates.Mines detonated, explosions leaping from one to
another in chains that stretched across the dark. Gun platforms opened up. Macro shells,
rockets and plasma struck metal and stone, bored in and exploded. Ships died even as they
tasted reality, armour stripped by fire, guts spilled into the dark. In the first ten seconds, over a
hundred vessels burned to wreckage. Most had been former warships of the Imperial Army,
crewed by humans who had given their oath to Horus and been rewarded with the honour of
being the first to draw their blades in this battle. They died for that honour, burning too in the ruin
of their ships, hulls shredded around them.But they kept coming.Ship after ship, tearing reality
like flags waving in front of a gun-line. The first Legiones Astartes warship surfaced from the
warp. It was named the Erinyes, and it was a bombardment galleon of the IV Legion: a five-
kilometre-long hull wrapped around a trio of nova cannon barrels. She loosed all three shots as



the void kissed her skin. Each nova cannon shell was the size of a Battle Titan, its core filled with
unstable plasma. They had no target, but they needed none. They ran straight into the heart of
the defences and exploded with the force and light of a star’s birth. Gun platforms vanished.
Mines lit off in spheres of red flame. Fire poured from the defences as more ships rammed past
the debris of their dead kin.The light of the blaze flooded through the Lachrymae’s screens and
viewports. Sigismund’s helm display dimmed.‘Engage,’ he said, and the Lachrymae leapt
forwards. Twenty strike cruisers and fast destroyers followed in tight formation. Lance fire
speared out from them, slicing into ships as they cut across the front of the enemy fleet. Plumes
of ghost-light and ectoplasm stretched like arms through the dark as more ships punched
through from the warp.A backwash of etheric lightning struck the Imperial Fists cruiser Solar
Son. It spun, its hull cracking and crumpling as the laws of reality went into flux. The Lachrymae
and its sisters did not pause but plunged on. They had one purpose in this moment: to kill as
many of the enemy as possible while they clawed from the warp onto the shore of reality. For the
moment, the Imperial Fists’ prey was vulnerable, and the First Sphere fleet were predators.The
Lachrymae’s guns found the skin of the gun-barge Fire Oath before it could light its void shields.
Macro shells punched through gun decks and exploded. Munitions cooked off in loading hoists.
The Fire Oath’s hull bulged, then burst. Building-sized pieces of hull scythed out, caught the
flank of a battle cruiser as it emerged from the warp and tore its command castle from its back.
The warp breach it had emerged from pulsed and swallowed the wreckage.‘Hold,’ called
Sigismund, his voice passing through the ships of his command via crackling vox-link. ‘For our
oaths, we hold true.’The Lachrymae sliced on while its mortal crew screamed as ghosts and
nightmares flooded their sight. Reality in the battle sphere was now little more than tattered
scraps blowing in the night. The Lachrymae rolled, her guns finding enemy after enemy. But for
each one that died, another three came from the warp.Deadfall torpedoes set in the void
triggered and speared forwards. Carcasses of ships split and burned. Pluto’s fortress-moons
found their range to the first of the invaders and spoke. Newly lit void shields flashed as they
collapsed. Volleys answered. The reserve fleets holding close to the moons powered forwards
and began to kill and die. The light of battle swelled, blurring with the glow of thousands of warp
transitions, until which side was firing and which was burning was lost in a rippling blaze tens of
thousands of kilometres across. Hours later, the light of that fire would glimmer in the night
above the battlements of the Imperial Palace as the sirens called and alarums rang to tell that
Horus had, at last, brought his war to the birth system of humanity.Silence’s shadowAsh and
ironDaggers drawnBhab Bastion, The Imperial Palace, TerraSilence flowed across Terra under
the sound of sirens. It fell in the water markets of Albia as the shouting of buyer and seller faded
and became looks held between strangers. It crept into the room where the cries of an hours-old
child echoed as words of comfort died in a father’s mouth. It followed the smoke carrying the
smell of the burning refuse from the spoil ranges. On the towers watching the highways that ran
to the feet of the Damocles Space Port, the soldiers ceased their pacing and looked up at the
night sky. In cave shelters, billions of conscripts glanced at the roofs of rock before looking back



down to the guns in their hands. They sat in loose groups – families, hab-block neighbours,
manufactory shifts – saying nothing.Waiting.In the administrative strata of the record-hives,
scribes moved between parchment spools and auto-quills, following routine as though it would
make a lie of the warning alarms. On the walls of the Imperial Palace, warriors watched the sun
rise over the teeth of the eastern wall and heard only the sound of the wind and the shrill of
warning. Terra was a world waiting for the first blow to fall. And in the last inch of waiting, panic
had found stillness.In the heart of the Grand Borealis Strategium in the Bhab Bastion within the
Imperial Palace, Admiral Su-Kassen felt the silence crawl into the moments as she watched holo-
projections of scrolling data. This was the primary command for the entire system, its view like
that of a god looking down on a realm held in the light of the glowing displays. Primary fleet
concentrations stood out as green runes, each a war command of tens of thousands of
warships, monitor craft and others that had been pressed into service.‘Update display – primary
fleet force readiness,’ she said. She had repeated the command every fifteen minutes for the last
six hours.‘Compliance,’ droned a servitor, and the display stripped itself down to a few markers
haloed with green data. The largest fleets held station beside Pluto, Uranus, Jupiter, Mars and
Terra. These were the five Sphere commands. Signals took hours to pass from the Throneworld
to the system edge, too long for the second-by-second control of battle. A lord castellan of the
Imperial Fists commanded each layer of defence: Sigismund, Halbract, Effried, Camba Diaz.
Rogal Dorn commanded the fifth, final sphere around Terra. Other commands deferred to the
lord of the closest Sphere. Troop concentrations were marked with coloured dots. The size of a
force and its strength flickered around them in abbreviated code. The few Legion units beyond
the bounds of Terra glowed like hot coals, the other forces cold motes of fire. Amber specks
marked fixed defences around planets or hanging in the gulfs between them. These were
everything from void-fortresses to shoals of gun platforms and space stations. Clouds of tiny
blue spots folded through the spaces between the larger defences, indicating the vast clouds of
mines, deadfall torpedoes and proximity drones that had been cast amongst the dark like dust
from a hand. Once the battle was done, the approaches to the inner system would be laced with
death until the star itself died.Once the battle was done… If there was anything left besides
ashes.Su-Kassen shook herself. The first wall of any fortress was the mind, and doubt could
burn it from within before the enemy had even raised a blade.She scanned the data again. It had
not changed, of course. Out there in the heavens above, the fires of battle were already burning,
but here the reality of that truth had yet to arrive.‘Report update,’ called a signal officer, from
behind a bank of machines.‘Show me,’ she said.‘By your will,’ said the officer, and she could
hear the forced control in the man’s voice.Machines clattered and whirred, stitching the silence
as it stretched. The holo-display fuzzed, flickered and then came into focus. She looked at the
image and blinked. Crimson flecked the edge of the turning display. Her mind began to parse the
marker runes and data abstractions. Strategic logic-conditioning shunted aside thoughts as she
absorbed the updated defence data. It was an odd sensation, one that she had never got used
to in all the decades of her life and service. Every now and again her thoughts and



understanding would jump, like a needle on a data cylinder, and she would find herself
understanding something she had not an instant before.Bit by bit the mass of runes and symbols
resolved into meaning.The Khthonic Gate… she thought. So, it begins, just as we predicted and
feared.Starships had to translate from the warp at the edge of a system, beyond the Mandeville
point, that arcane and invisible line that marked the boundary between safety and suicide. Arrive
inside that point, and the competing forces of reality and paradox would rip a vessel apart.
‘Rebirth death’ the Navigators called it, when they talked of such things. Most established
systems had navi-gation buoys and well-trodden points where it was safest to drop from the
warp back into reality. Once back in the cold embrace of the void, ships then had to move in-
system under the power of their real space engines. The journey from system edge to the
planets of the core took even the fastest ships days.The Solar System, though, was older than
any colonised by humanity. Star travel and warp navigation had been birthed here, and over tens
of thousands of years more secrets, wonders and terrors had been raised and lost within its
bounds than existed in all the galaxy beyond. Two such relics of the past were the Twin Gates:
stable points in space and the warp where ships could translate safely. Both tracked the orbits of
planets as they orbited Sol. The Khthonic Gate lay off Pluto, and the Elysian Gate lay close to
Uranus. The latter offered a further layer of paradox, as it gave ships a way to re-enter deeper in
the system far beyond the point where they would be wrecked if they chanced it normally.Anyone
who planned to attack Terra in force would want to secure the Twin Gates to move their forces
into the Solar System quickly. That Horus would pour everything he could into taking them was a
certainty.‘That cannot be correct…’ croaked Kazzim-Aleph-1 from where he hovered at her
shoulder. The magos-emissary had only been attached to the command cadre for a week, and
Su-Kassen was still trying to understand him. He seemed logical and emphatic but also hesitant,
a combination she had never thought to see in someone who was so much more machine than
flesh. His cranium whirred, cogs flipping around in slots that ran the length of his skull as the
projection and screens updated. ‘There is an error. This data indicates a warp-reality translation
via the Khthonic Path of over a thousand ships…’‘More,’ she said quietly. ‘A lot more.’‘That
cannot be. It is an error. There is a Falcon fleet that can reach Pluto in five hours. They can–’‘No,’
she said, dropping her voice under the buzz of the machines. ‘All other forces are to hold
position, magos-emissary.’Even as she spoke she felt the words pull against her
instincts.‘Admiral,’ said the magos, ‘my calculations show that the Plutonic defences can hold if
reinforced. If the enemy has committed its main force strength to take Pluto as a bridgehead and
then can be held there–’‘They cannot be held,’ said a voice from across the chamber. ‘Not at a
cost we can afford to pay.’Blast doors withdrew into the walls. Warriors in yellow armour and
black cloaks poured in. Light caught the edges of ready weapons and sheened from armour
plates. Threat radiated from them, sharper than their blades, roaring from their silence.And with
them came the one who had spoken. Cold illumination struck the burnished gold of Rogal Dorn’s
armour and lit fire in jewels clasped in the claws of eagles. Control radiated from him, vibrating
through air and through light, the lightning promise at the edge of a storm. To the billions that



lived on Terra, he was the wall against which the coming enemy would break, defiance and
strength embodied. But in person he was not the idea that the desperate clung to as they
thought of what was to come; he was a force of nature that moved and spoke, a lightning bolt
pulled from the sky and chained to flesh to fight until the universe broke him.The Imperial Fists
standing vigil at the chamber edges brought their clenched fists to their chests, but only Su-
Kassen bowed to the Praetorian as he advanced. The officers and adepts who served in the
Bhab Bastion were human for the most part. They were the finest war staff Su-Kassen had ever
seen, drawn from the old Solar military elite. War-savants of the Saturnine Ordos, warriors of the
Jovian Void Clans like her, tacticians from the Terran war-courts: every man and woman in the
chamber knew their craft well enough to rival even the command skill of the Legions, and all of
them knew that when Rogal Dorn, primarch of the VII Legion and Praetorian of Terra, entered
they had a duty to continue in their tasks, rather than to bow. It had been Dorn’s first order when
he had created this command cadre. Su-Kassen saluted for all of them.But as the blast doors
sealed again, she knew the presence of the three who walked with Dorn would test their
obedience.Jaghatai, Great Khan of the White Scars, walked on Dorn’s left, his eyes dancing with
the turning light of the holo-displays. On Dorn’s other side came an angel armoured in gold,
white wings furled at his back. Sanguinius, primarch of the IX Legion, looked across the humans
at their stations and then at Su-Kassen. He smiled. Last of all came an old man in the grey robes
of the Administratum, leaning on an eagle-topped staff. Wrinkled skin hung from his face, but his
eyes were cold and bright. Malcador the Sigillite seemed older and weaker than Su-Kassen had
ever seen him, but it was he as much as the three primarchs that made her hold her head
bowed. The silence in the chamber deepened, seeming to press closer as the three loyal sons
of the Emperor and His Regent halted beneath the turning holo-display.‘The First Sphere forces
cannot hold,’ said Dorn, his dark eyes fixed on Kazzim-Aleph-1. ‘And it will not be reinforced.’The
magos-emissary was still, the cogs protruding from his skull rotating slowly. For a second Su-
Kassen thought he was going to argue. For a second, she hoped that he would.‘Lord Dorn, there
are options–’ began Su-Kassen, before she could stop herself.‘No,’ said Dorn, and the word and
his glance fell on her like a blow.‘As is your will, Lord Praetorian,’ said Kazzim-Aleph-1 at last.Out
of the corner of her eye, Su-Kassen saw the Khan flick a look at Sanguinius. The Angel’s face
remained impassive.Rogal Dorn came forwards, eyes moving from the magos to Su-
Kassen.‘The initial battle data indicates that your projections were incorrect, admiral.’She
nodded and opened her mouth to reply.‘They were inaccurate by a factor of at least thirty per
cent,’ cut in Kazzim-Aleph-1, ‘maybe more. We cannot yet be precise, of course, but if the core
data is correct, the enemy has brought a force numbering many thousands of vessels from the
immaterium.’‘Thank you for your clarification, magos-emissary,’ said Dorn. Su-Kassen almost
flinched at the ice in the words. Kazzim-Aleph-1 seemed oblivious to it.‘I am charged by the
Fabricator General to aid your command in addition to representing the positions of Mars. I
am…’ he paused, as cogs turned and buzzed, ‘…pleased that my function is of utility to you,
Lord Praetorian.’Su-Kassen thought she heard Malcador stifle a cough that might have been a



laugh. For a giddy moment she found herself almost wanting to smile herself, and then clamped
down on the feeling. It was tension and the truth of what was happening finding a way of
bleeding out, of breaking the silence. She wondered for a second if somewhere out there, under
the blanket drone of alert sirens, there were people laughing as they felt the seconds tick by and
future come closer.It was Sanguinius who broke the silence, walking forwards and raising a hand
to dip his fingers into a turning sphere of light.‘It will be Uranus next,’ he said. ‘And if the attack is
not already under way, it will be soon.’Su-Kassen let out a breath she had not realised she was
holding. Around her she felt the command staff relax and refocus. That had been deliberate, she
thought. With but a few words the Angel had bent them all in a direction of his choosing.‘Signal
relay to the outer spheres is still clear, lord,’ said Su-Kassen, ‘but there has been no word from
Lord Halbract at Uranus yet.’‘You are still sure this is the path?’ asked the Khan. He had held
back, close to the doors and, apart from his glance at Sanguinius, he had remained utterly still.
There was something in that stillness that was like the flash of lightning frozen in the eye. ‘There
are other ways – Horus could be scattering his might out in the depths beyond, and then circle
them in, closing from all sides, strangling us as he cuts us.’Dorn looked at the Khan.‘This is
Horus. Do you still think he will be anything but himself?’‘He is not himself,’ said Sanguinius
without turning from where the holo-light played over his hand. Su-Kassen felt the tension snap
back into place in the room. She felt as though she and the rest of her staff had intruded on a
conversation that these demigods had brought with them. ‘You have not seen him, Rogal,’
continued Sanguinius. ‘You have not seen the face of what has taken our brother.’‘He may have
changed,’ growled Dorn, now as still as the Khan, the low light of the displays setting his face in
cold lines and hollows of night. ‘But the constraints he faces have not. Time. He does not have
time. Guilliman breathes at his back. Horus has to come for us with everything he has as quickly
as he can, or he will have nothing.’ Dorn shook his head, a smile that was a ghost passing
across his face. ‘Besides, it is not his way.’The silence flowed back in.‘So, we let him take the
gates?’ said the Khan, his voice soft but edged. ‘We wall ourselves up and wait, and hope that
those walls will prove strong enough?’Dorn did not answer, his gaze locked with his brothers.‘We
hold every wall and we make them pay in time and blood for every step forwards.’‘Just so,’ said
Sanguinius, lowering his hand and gaze from the holo-display, and turning to look at his siblings.
‘And a price in blood it shall be.’Malcador’s staff struck the floor. The blow was not powerful, but
Su-Kassen felt the air leave her lungs.‘There,’ he said, looking around, his eyes bright and hard.
Everyone in the chamber, primarch and human alike, was looking at him. Su-Kassen watched a
sad smile form on his face. ‘You see? Peace is possible, if only for a moment and amongst
ourselves.’
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Jetpack, “Well done. We get the start of the Siege, and there is a lot of call backs.There a
number of main characters, but to me, the star is Mersadie Oliton, and I'm so glad she is back
and gets the role she deserves. The writing around her is great, as well as her story arc.Also,
my favorite Ahriman is back, and boy does he think what hes' doing is a bad idea......The combat
is great, as Horus grinds down the Outer Defenses. Pluto, my goodness.If I hadn't read
Sigismund's fate, I'd think he was doomed here for sure.Also comes with 4 B&W illustrations.
Admiral Su-Kassen is my favorite, though my wife picks Ahirman.Definite must get.”

Brian Crain, “A Desperate Plan... To wring just a bit more money out of this.... "Almost a decade
and a half, and over 5,000,000 words have passed since the moment Horus spoke on the page
for the first time in Horus Rising"-John French2,000,000 words too many at the very least.After
Legion, Black Library quickly realized that the HH story was progressing WAY too quickly so
they started feeding us new material in drips and drabs...How many versions of the Drop Site
Massacre did we have to hear about?This is why I believe almost all books since [Legion] have
been of poorer quality (notable exceptions: A Thousand Sons, Prospero Burns, and Know No
Fear). What started as a terrific backstory and foundation to the 40k universe became a cash
cow... We deserved better...That being said, Horus Rising was my first WH40k book and it
opened a door to a virtual flood of bolter-porn and grimdark... I've loved almost all of it
(Damnation of Pythos, Vulkan Lives... I can't get that time back) and John French delivers.This is
a great setup for what (is hopefully) a concise conclusion to the Horus Heresy saga. Seriously, if
they string this out for more than five books I'm gonna have to plan a trip to Nottingham!French
appears to really care about the content and the stories that have been (and have yet to be)
told... Buy his book, reward good storytelling...But get your act together Black Library! I only
have a few thousand (more) dollars to spend on your books!!!”

Dani, “No words can make this justice. An honest tale,a brutal tale, a tragic tale almost
overwhelming in it's scope. But then again, this shows the beginning of the tragedy that is the
10,000 years to come. Soul crushing, there is precious little joy to be found here. Only pain, only
loss, only war.”

Ebook Library Reader, “As always, epic in proportions, thoughtful in its depth.. If one had
neglected to read this masterful series from the beginning, one might expect this science fiction/
fantasy book to be in the same cadre of most books in its genre. However, John French, much
like his contemporary black library authors, adds a depth of philosophy and introspection that is
pleasantly.... surprising? For me, perhaps not. I have grown accustomed to it by now.If you, as a
reader, are considering picking up this or the next book without having read the preceding 50-
something books leading up to this point... STOP. Go back to the beginning. Pick up Horus
Rising and prepare for a long, captivating journey through imagination and reflection. Its well



worth the journey. Enjoy....”

Squatz McAllister, “Great story, well-written and suspenseful.. Great story, really awesome we're
finally at the beginning of the end of the story. Lots of characters come back, and there are a ton
of references to the older heresy books which made it really enjoyable. I can't wait for the next
one in the series!”

burak yï¿½ksel, “Here we are... After 50+ books here we are. The main event, The War in Solar
System.The book portrays epic scale of the War very well. I felt like i was there. It does a great
job at being first book of the final series.Why did i not give it a 5 star? Minor Spoiler Warning!!
Well The Phalanx battle seemed forced and rushed for me. I did not like that chapter so it got a
minus star.Overall a great introduction to an epic engagement.”

anniehill3333, “Dark and horrifying but fantastic!. Terrific and harrowing action, with an all-
pervading sense of dread throughout. A thrilling start to the SoT series that leaves us eagerly
awaiting the next installment!”

Robert B., “Its Only The Beginning Of The End, Not An End In Itself.. Struggling to recognise the
book the critical reviewers are complaining about. If this were a standalone novel, then the
criticism levied would be justified, but it is not a standalone and was never intended to be. Fifty
Four books precede it and there will be at least three more to follow, probably more, now I have
read the synopsis of book 3 of this latest series.I think some of the negative reviewers here need
to re-read the earlier books and then realise that the point of this first book is tie up some loose
ends, close characters stories and set the scene for what is to come, the invasion of Terra.By its
very nature, the author writes of a defensive battle, one of attrition and buying time. Those
wanting more, seemingly, haven't read the plot up to this point. This is not about a battle to end
all battles, it is about the opening moves of the final battle. If, like me, this is at least your 55th
read, then hold the faith, they are not going to make a mess of this, just wait for the other books
to come out, to tie up all of the loose ends and take the story to the conclusion that Games
Workshop told us about in the 1980's”

Robert, “Probably the only way it could have started. First off the hardback book is of an amazing
quality. For the story, there's a lot of ground to cover to begin the siege of terra. To get the best
payoff you can you will need a good understanding of the major characters stories and conflicts
up to this point. Archamus/kestros, Ahriman, Dorn, Abaddon, Su-kassen, Mersadie Oliton and
Garviel Loken are some of the biggest characters you'll hear from in this book. I think the authors
done what he set out to do and bring this massive story to a focal point and set up the plans and
the stakes for what's to come. It's not a perfect book and reads a lot like many connected
novellas interwoven rather than focusing on 2 or 3 major characters as usual. But I also don't
think there was any other way that this could be done. When I finished the book I couldn't wait to



pick up the next.”

The book by John French has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 791 people have provided feedback.
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